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the velvet underground had a reputation for performing in all-black clothing, but they actually
started wearing black clothes when their manager turned them against wearing black, so they had to

start wearing black to hide the fact that they were wearing black clothes. the vu were a group of
street kids who had been kicked out of their homes in new york. they lived on the streets, slept in

doorways, or lived in squats. the velvet underground would often perform their shows in clubs in the
east village or the bowery and were perceived as the bad boys of the 60s underground. the media
called them "the velvet underground" and gave them a new name, "the stroll."on december 5th

1968, the velvet underground returned to the bowery ballroom for a concert that would go down in
history. lou reed and john cale agreed to the idea of doing a christmas show in a club, and it’s not

uncommon for bands to have christmas shows. this was the first of their performances to be
documented on film, and this is the first bootleg to bootlegs, and this one has it’s roots in the

grassroots. when the velvet underground made their 1st appearance on the bowery ballroom stage
in 1966, they were already well known, but there was a whole new audience that had never heard of

them, and they were so blown away by the energy of that audience that they decided they had to
return, and not just once, but again. and again. the velvet underground were one of the greatest

bands in history, and it all started with a show at the bowery ballroom. the velvet underground show
has been widely bootlegged for years, but this is the first official release from live at the bowery
ballroom, and it’s a great way to see the velvet underground’s 1st appearance on the bowery

ballroom stage in 1966, and the 1st live recording of the vu’s sound.velvet underground & nico & the
stooges: 1971-1972 direct to discs cd release of bootleg vinyl. it's 1 of the rarest bootlegs in

existence, having circulated on a handful of tape dubs for years. it's a direct to disc tape transfer of
the original tape made by the band's long-time road manager (and confidant) john cutler. it's the

original non-re-mixed, non-bootlegged tape made by the band, and the only way to hear the songs
live the way they were originally intended to be heard. recommended for the true velvet

underground fans.the velvet underground show (original tracks) has been highly sought after, and
has been bootlegged for years. this is the only official release of the bootleg, and it contains the full
concert in its entirety, including the songs that were never available to the public before, as well as

other previously unreleased material. the velvet underground show is widely considered to be one of
the greatest live albums in history, and this is the most comprehensive collection of the band's

performances from 1966 to 1969 ever available.
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